Budgeting usually carries the burden
of stress. This is especially true for the
hiring process.
28% of hiring professionals say their satisfaction with the hiring budget is

related to how stressed they feel.

25% say their satisfaction is related to whether their team is overworked or

not.

Find ways to eliminate stress for hiring professionals by
understanding what's causing it.

Being understaffed

Hiring professionals often juggle a
number of responsibilities.
21% of hiring professionals say they’d use a budget increase to add

another team member to help with talent acquisition responsibilities.

29% say the number of hours it takes to fill a position negatively impacts

their cost-per-hire.

Tip: If you can’t hire a new hiring professional, find tools that
help ease the workload.

23% of organizations use video interviews.
Among its users, video interviewing ranks

best ROI.

#2 as the hiring tool with the

Being unsupported by leaders

Your team needs leadership buy-in to
make positive choices about the hiring
process.
27% of hiring professionals say the biggest obstacle they face
when trying to get new hiring tools is leadership.

Lack of leadership support was the No. 1 obstacle, above
even financial issues.

Tip: Educate leaders about problems the hiring team is
facing so they are aware of talent acquisition priorities.

21% of hiring professionals say a major problem with their talent

acquisition strategy was those who make hiring decisions don’t have a say in
how the hiring budget is spent.

Being uninformed

Many hiring professionals are kept in
the dark about important information.
14% of hiring professionals don’t know the ROI of the tools they use.
24% don’t know their company’s cost-per-hire.
26% don’t know their company’s annual hiring budget.
Tip: Share important data with all decision makers,
especially hiring managers.

18% of hiring managers don’t know the ROI of the tools they use.
29% don’t know their company’s cost-per-hire.
30% don’t know their company’s annual hiring budget.
Being asked to do the impossible

High costs-per-hire cause some teams
to blow their budget after just one or
two hires.
Of companies with a hiring budget of less than $5,000,

28% spend

Of companies with a hiring budget of less than $1,000,
entire budget on one hire.

22% spend their

$1,000-2,000 on each hire.

Tip: Focus on employee fit and retention during the hiring
process.

48% of hiring professionals said high employee turnover is the biggest

factor hurting their cost-per-hire.

Don’t let stress over the hiring budget take over your hiring process.
Source:
Show Me the Money! How Hiring Professionals Are Spending Their Budgets Spark Hire Survey
November 2018

Save time, money, and stress with video
interviewing platform
Spark Hire’s video interviews eliminate phone screens, decrease cost-per-hire, and
help organizations get a better look at their candidates earlier in the hiring process.

Learn More

